1. Please count and make sure all pieces are present before assembly.
2. The pole pieces are delicate. To prevent damage, do not use excessive force.
3. Assemble crystal puzzle by putting the puzzle pieces together in the order shown below.
4. Missing a piece? Email info@ugames.com or call (415) 503-1600 with missing piece number.

HINTS

1. #26 or #28
2. #27
3. Slide one pillar piece #26, or #28, into the base. Hang central pole #27 in proper position with the pillar and then cover with another pillar piece.
4. Once both pillar pieces are combined, hold them and rotate clockwise to lock pillar firmly to the base.
5. Place piece #29 on the pillar, flat side up.
6. Each horse set has its own locking pin position, combine properly with poles #16, #19 and #32. Snap poles into the roof.
7. Before installing horses and pillars, tighten screws for the roof #74, and base #24 and #25. Combine the upper and lower parts to complete.